The adaptation of Plasmodium falciparum to oxidative stress in G6PD deficient human erythrocytes.
It has recently been found that growth of P. falciparum in human G6PD deficient red cells is impaired in vitro; however, the inhibition is overcome after two or three growth cycles. There is evidence to suggest that the parasite can produce its own G6PD enzyme which may compensate for the lack of host enzyme and could account for the resumption of normal growth in G6PD deficient host cells. It is unclear whether the parasite enzyme can enable the host cell to resist oxidative stress as normal cells do. To answer this question, P. falciparum was grown in vitro in: (a) normal red cells, (b) G6PD deficient red cells for one growth cycle only, (c) G6PD deficient cells for a minimum of five cycles. All groups were then challenged with acetylphenylhydrazine (APH) which served as an oxidative stress. Both G6PD (A-) and Mediterranean deficient types were studied. The results show a two-fold increase in resistance to oxidative stress by parasites adapted to G6PD-Mediterranean deficient host cells as compared to unadapted ones, but the parasite-red cell system remains 4 times more sensitive to APH than normal infected cells. In parasitized G6PD (A-) red cells, evidence of adaptation could be seen in the growth curves, but no detectable increase in resistance to APH was found in adapted parasites. It is concluded that the role of the parasite G6PD is not likely to be mainly related to oxidative stress resistance and therefore other functions of this enzyme should be investigated.